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Thefocusof thisresearchasbeentodeterminetheeffectivenessof applyingparallelprocessing
techniquesto asizablereal-worldproblem,thesimulationofthedynamicsassociatedwithatetherwhich
connectstwoobjectsin low earthorbit,andtoexplorethedegreetowhichtheparaUelizationprocesscan
beautomatedthroughthecreationof newsoftwaretools.Thegoalhasbeentoutilizethisspecificapplica-
tionproblemasabasetodevelopmoregenerallyapplicabletechniques.
TheTetherDynamicsProblem
Thebasictetherdeploymentmodel,whichservedasatest-bedapplicationforthisresearch,is
describedin theNASAtechnicalreportoutlinedin reference[1]whereit isassumedthattwoendbodies,
eachofpointmass,areinterconnectedtogetherviaanonconductivet ther.It isalsoassumedthatthetether
is tobedeployedbyfollowingagivendeployment/controllawandatleastoneof theendmassescontains
afirtiteamountof undeployedtether.Thetetherisassumedtobehomogenousincomposition,linearly
elastic,andrelativelythin,andthemodelalsoconsidersthelogitudinalelasticityandbendingstiffness.
SoftwareDescription
A comprehensives rialsimulationof thetetherdynamicsproblemhasbeendevelopedbyJohn
GlaeseofControlDynamicsCorporation.Throughoutthis research this simulation was used as the "gold"
standard by which the accuracy of parallel versions of this simulation were measured. A general overview
of the derivative function calculation portion (i.e. main loop) of this software is shown below in Figure 1.
Approximately 800, lines of source code from the Control Dynamics simulation were converted into a
Pseudo C syntax to be used by the automatic parallelization software.
[ Com_t__ ._._ _,_,_U_.t_ uatoxO [
r  2xo ,
Computes the time d_cndcnt quantities: [
(1) undcformed/de-formed tether |©n_Ja. (2) deployment velocity, (3) deployment acceleration, (4) mass of shuttl© of the Shear foec_s [
Options Implemented: I
(1) constant tether length, (2) cmtstant deployment velocity, (3) constant deployment acceleration, (4) exponential deployment I
law, (5) SEDs deploymont profile [
] Computes the shuttles and subsatellite inverse inertia matrices mmomp0 I
I centra'aO)
Computes the contributionof the shear force*
÷
I Computes the effects of tim eml pta'tubations ineludln$: De'tutO(1) non--city ofth© central body, (2) non-spherical earth potential. (3) third body attraction (sun & moon), (4) solar radiation.(5) electro-dynamim, (6) atmospherio drag
Computes the . . mrust
contributmn of the thrust forces which act on the shuttle orme subsatcllite.
I Computes the klnematie terms and mcke.t
I Contlnnous controllerfor the subsateUite, contr0_t U
I Contlnuous controller for the shuttle.
contro_O
I Compute_ the normal fo_ terms:
normal20
I
Figure 1: Overview of the Main Loo'p of the Tether Dynamics Simulation
Automatic Parallelization
To facilitate the parallelization of this type of problem on arbitrarily-connected multicom-
pufinz_, environments, a software tool called the Automated Partitioning and Mapping Engine,
APxvm, was created. It functions in conjunction with a task allocator to automatically create effi-
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cient allocations encoded through the source-level files that it produces. The APME software requires that
the user enter two application-dependent input files, and it produces two .W.pes of source-level output files
as shown in Figure 2. The input files are called the Hardware Topology Ftle which describes the topology
and hardware characteristics o f_tla_esystem, and the Dynamic System Description File which describe the
structure of the simulation in tS_L form [2]. The output files melucle a set of System Configuration Files
and a number of High-Level-Language Files. In this research, the FORTRAN representation of the tether dynam-
ics problem was transformed manually into the required CSSL form. The format of these files is described in some
detail in reference [2] with additional constructs being added such as the $mapping section which describes how the
problem is to be spacially mapped to the hardware which is described in the hardware topology file. In addition to the
automatic decomposition of the problem along spacial domains the APME software also allows the selection of a
number of parallel integration algorithms. At this point in the research, the APME software is approximately 70%
complete.
Figure 2: Proposed Automated Partitioning and Mapping Tool
Targeted Parallel Processing Environment
A small INMOS Transputer based system was used to determine the effectiveness of applying auto-
matic parallelization to this general application domain. It served well in this capacity since it has many
features that are present in other multaeomputer architectures which have more powerful processors, while
at the same time being a low-cost alternative to other commercially available parallel systems. Addition-
ally, the Transputer system possesses a reconfigurable interconnecfion network which can be used to emu-
late a wide range of smile topologies. This is accomplished, as shown in Figure 3, by superimposing the
crossbar-connected links with the static links associated with the underlying fixed linear array topology
present within the system. The base system had a total of ten T805 Transputers, with each Transputer hay-
hag four bidirectional 20 Mb/s ports, two of which are used for the static connections and two of which are
connected to the crossbar switch.
Figure 3: Targeted Parallel Processing Environment
Spaciai Decomposition
The FORTRAN simulation of this model has been created by first transforming the equations of motion
which describe the tether dynamics onto a new coordinate system which runs along the undeformed tether (it should
be noted that transformations have been derived which map the underlying deformed tether model onto the more
general deformed representation). This allows the set of partial differential equations to be converted into a set of
ordinary differential equations by setting up a normalized coordinate system along the tether and discretizing at and
exactly in between equally spaced (on the undeformed tether) nodal points. The resulting equations represent the
individual nodal positions and velocities which given the position and velocity of one of the end bodies can be trans-
formed to any viable coordinate system (see Figure 4).
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Fiflure 4: Spaelal Daeompoaltion of the Tether Dynamics Simulation
The underlying implications from a parallel processing point of view is that the amount of computa-
tion grows in proportion to the number of nodal points (i.e. the algorithm is O(n) which is low-order polyno-
mial) which in turn is somewhat proportional to the spacial resolution of the simulation. Additionally, the
finite difference transformation results in a nearest and next-nearest neighbor communication pattern being
present within the model if it is decomposed spacially along the undeformed tether; this maps well to a sim-
ple ring type topology which is highly desirable because of its low cost and high scalability.
Since the scope of the problem did not allow the modification of APME software to be completed
by the end of the fellowship period, the parallel performance of this application was examined by profiting
the APME-produced sequential simulation, and by evaluating the communication latency and bandwidth of
the Transputer network. The following represents the results of this analysis under the following assump-
dons.
l)
2)
3)
the mapping function of Figure 4 is used to place the nodal points on each Transputer,
the Crossbar Switch is statically configured into a virtual ring topology,
communication between processors is synchronous with no buffering of messages being allowed
(blocking reads and blocking writes are the only communication mechanisms employed),
4) no single processor is allowed to simultaneously send and receive data to or from more than one
other processor,
5) only simple store-and-forward routing of messages is supported,
6) cut through routing is not supported (if a communication must pass through an intermediate pro-
cessor explicit communications must be scheduled on that processor to perform the echoing of the
data through to the next processor along the communication path), and only ONE message can be
sent through a link at a given time.
Table 1 highlights the results of this analysis for the arbitrarily chosen real-world case where it is
assumed that a SEDS deployment scheme is employed, the model accounts for logitudinal deformations, the
tether is inextensible, bending stiffness is neglected, nonspericity is included, third body perturbations are
neglected, atmospheric drag is included, diurnal and latitudinal effects are included and the radiation pres-
sure is neglected. As shown in the second column of Table 1, during this analysis the time complexity for a
portion of the simulation model was found to be linear with respect to the problem size but could not be par-
allelized without altering the algorithm. While it is believed that this section can be effectively parallelized,
without significant loss of accuracy such investigations were reserved for future research.
In addition to characterizing the time complexity of the workload, the table shows the type and cost
of each communication which is required when the mapping function of Figure 4 is implemented. Given the
aforementioned sequential portion of the code no issoefficiency function [3] can exists, implying that the
efficiency will steadily decrease as the number of processors increases, but significant speedups can still be
obtained. Figure 5 shows the fixed workload, fixed time, and fixed memory speedups [3], where it can be
observed that the speedup associated with a fixed size problem of 200 nodal points reaches a maximum of
11 for a value of 42 processors, and the fixed time and fixed memory speedups both approach a value of 20
as the number of processors is increased from 1 to 100. It should be noted that applying new algorithmic
techniques to the aforementioned sequential portion would result in all three speedups monatomically
increasing as the number of processors increases in a linear manner making this problem highly scalable. It
should also be noted that there exists a region from 1 to 10 processors in which the speedups are highly lin-
ear and efficiencies approach 80%. This region can be exploited at this time without changing the algorithm.
Figure 5 also shows the effects of communication channel latency on overall speedup, ff the latency
is set to a value which is considered typical of many parallel processing systems then severe performance
degradation will be observed. This strengthens the case for the development of low latency environments,
even if it comes with the price of decrease communication bandwidth.
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Table 1: work load and communication time parameters -- spacial decomposition
Subroutine
Name Serial
(/C_)
Linear
Coefficients
Parallelizable
(x9
Conatant
Term
(c)
Type of
Collaborative
Communica-
tion
Communication Delay
for
T805-30 System
(ring topology)
uatox 66 67 130 he.oSseous CT(2 ) (n- 1)
one-to-all
deplex 0 0 434 none NA
micomp 0 0 230 none NA
centra 0 158 128 nora HA
perturb 0 963 138 two, 2CT(1)__
ne.a_a neishbor
kinena2 0 130 60 four, 4CT(1)..
neare.staclahbor
controL? 0 0 250 .one NA
normal2 0 127 79 four.
nean_ n_i_bor
uder 0 91 1552 homoseneotts
ono-to-.all
Total 66 1536 3001
4CT(1)
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Figure 5: Projected Speedups of Spaclal Decomposition of Tether Simulation
Parallel Integration Algorithm
In addition to spacially decomposing the problem the underlying algorithm of the simulation, inte-
gration, can itself be parallelized. For example, it has been determined by a number of researchers that it is
possible to create parallel versions of the basic predictor/corrector algorithms. One such set of such algo-
rithms is the so-called Block Implicit Methods outlined in reference [4]. This method divides the simula-
tion into blocks of time, where each block contains a set of equally spaced solution points. Parallelism is
obtained by permitting the equations for each solution point within a block to be concurrently processed.
With parallel block predictor-corrector algorithms (see Figure 6), each solution point results from the exe-
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cution of one predictor and one corrector equation where all of the predictor equations associated with the
solution points for a given block of time can be processed concurrently.
EWP _ yC yC EWP _YC yC0"" n-I 0"" n-1 EWP :::::_yC...yC n-1
NWP _ yC F C F C NWP _YC FC .F Cn- 1 0"" n- 1 n 1 "" n- I NWP _ yC FC FC
-- n--I 0"" n-1
Fo yC
n-I n-I
Figure 6: Structure of Parallel Block Predictor/Correcter Algorithm
As shown if Figure 7, the effects of applying the Null Weight Predictor/Corrector Algorithm to
this problem shows very promising results for the case of I to 10 processors. It is important to note that the
parallel version of the algorithm has similar accuracy characteristics when compared to its serial counter-
part but has inferior stability. This decreased in stability limits such algorithms applicability to implemen-
tations with 10 or few processors. It is possible to utilize parallel integration algorithms in combination
with spacial decomposition techniques to have a multiplicative effect on overall performance. This is an
area for future research.
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Figure 7: Projected Speed Up for Parallel NWP Block Predictor Correcter Algorithm
Conclusions
This research has shown that effective parallel representations can be obtained for sizable real-
world problems such as this tether dynamics simulation using either spacial data domain decomposition
techniques and/or parallel algorithmic techniques. This is important since it is expected that the simulation
needs for these types of problems will continue to expand much faster than the raw computing power of
our sequential computing resources as we explore much more complicated scenarios. Future research
should be directed to develop new algorithmic techniques (both sequential and parallel), improve and
develop new automated software tools such as the APME, and develop simulation paradigms which utilize
existing suppercomputing facilities and networked hardware resources such as PC/Workstation dusters
(with the possible addition of low-latency communication hardware facilities).
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